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Abstract
Background: Standard- dose seasonal influenza vaccines often produce modest im-
munogenic responses in adults ≥65 years old. MF59 is intended to elicit a greater 
magnitude and increased breadth of immune response.
Objective: To determine the effectiveness of seasonal MF59- adjuvanted trivalent/
quadrivalent influenza vaccine (aTIV/aQIV) relative to no vaccination or vaccination 
with standard or high- dose egg- based influenza vaccines among people ≥65 years old.
Methods: Cochrane methodological standards and PRISMA- P guidelines were fol-
lowed. Real- world evidence from non- interventional studies published in peer- 
reviewed journals and gray literature from 1997 through to July 15, 2020, including 
cluster- randomized trials, were eligible. Two reviewers independently extracted data; 
risk of bias was assessed using the ROBINS- I tool.
Results: Twenty- one studies conducted during the 2006/07– 2019/20 influenza sea-
sons were included in the qualitative review; 16 in the meta- analyses. Meta- analysis 
of test- negative studies found that aTIV reduced medical encounters due to lab- 
confirmed influenza with pooled estimates of 40.7% (95% CI: 21.9, 54.9; I2 = 0%) for 
non- emergency outpatient visits and 58.5% (40.7, 70.9; I2 = 52.9%) for hospitalized 
patients. The pooled estimate of VE from case- control studies was 51.3% (39.1, 61.1; 
I2 = 0%) against influenza-  or pneumonia- related hospitalization. The pooled estimates 
for the relative VE of aTIV for the prevention of influenza- related medical encounters 
were 13.9% (4.2, 23.5; I2 = 95.9%) compared with TIV, 13.7% (3.1, 24.2; I2 = 98.8%) 
compared with QIV, and 2.8% (−2.9, 8.5; I2 = 94.5%) compared with HD- TIV.
Conclusions: Among adults ≥65 years, aTIV demonstrated significant absolute VE, 
improved relative VE compared to non- adjuvanted standard- dose TIV/QIV, and com-
parable relative VE to high- dose TIV.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

It is estimated that the global disease burden from influenza includes 
up to a billion infections, 3– 5 million cases of severe disease, and 
290,000– 650,000 deaths annually.1 Adults 65 years of age or older 
are particularly vulnerable to the complications resulting from influ-
enza infections with higher rates of influenza- associated complica-
tions and hospitalizations than younger people.2- 4 Older adults make 
up the majority of influenza- related deaths, with up to 90% of deaths 
occurring in this age group.5

Vaccination is the most effective method of preventing influ-
enza infections and subsequent complications.6 The World Health 
Organization (WHO) recommends annual influenza vaccination for 
adults aged 65 or older.7 Vaccine efficacy has been estimated to be 
60% in adults aged 18– 65 years, but decreases in older age groups8,9 
and is influenced by virus, vaccine, and host- related factors. A meta- 
analysis of test- negative design studies estimated vaccine effective-
ness to be 51% for adults younger than 65 years of age compared to 
37% for adults aged 65 years or older.10 In older adults, the natural 
biological aging process results in immunosenescence and a subop-
timal immune response to vaccination in our most vulnerable pop-
ulation.11,12 Rapid antigenic drift can occur resulting in an antigenic 
mismatch between the influenza strains included in a vaccine and 
the actual circulating strains.13 Strategies to improve the effective-
ness of influenza vaccines among older adults have included the use 
of adjuvants or increased antigen content in the vaccine.

The squalene- based adjuvant MF59® is an oil- in- water emul-
sion that has been shown to increase antigen uptake, macrophage 
recruitment, and lymph node migration and to broaden the spec-
trum of antibody recognition of hemagglutinin epitopes.14,15 When 
added to seasonal influenza vaccines, MF59 elicits a greater magni-
tude and wider breadth of immune response to vaccination thereby 
improving protection compared to conventional inactivated influ-
enza vaccines.16,17 A MF59- adjuvanted trivalent inactivated influ-
enza vaccine (FLUAD™ [Seqirus]) was first approved for use in older 
adults in 1997 in Italy and was approved in 14 other European coun-
tries and 23 non- European countries prior to its 2015 approval in 
the United States of America (USA). The quadrivalent formulation of 
FLUAD was first approved in Australia in 2019 and was approved in 
the USA and Europe in 2020.

In 2017, Domnich et al18 reported on the results of a system-
atic literature review and meta- analysis of effectiveness of aTIV in 
people 60 years of age or older. The body of evidence on the vac-
cine effectiveness of aTIV in older adults has continued to evolve 
with additional studies being published since that review was con-
ducted, particularly in recent seasons. This systematic review and 
meta- analysis aim to identify and synthesize the available body of 
evidence to date.

The objective was to determine the effectiveness of sea-
sonal MF59- adjuvanted trivalent or quadrivalent seasonal influ-
enza vaccine (aTIV/aQIV) relative to no vaccination or vaccination 
with standard or high- dose egg- based influenza vaccines among 
adults 65 years of age or older using real- world evidence through a 

systematic review of the literature and meta- analysis of comparable 
data.

2  |  METHODS

Cochrane methodological standards and preferred reporting items 
for systematic reviews and meta- analysis protocols (PRISMA- P) 
guidelines were employed. The protocol was registered with the in-
ternational prospective register of systematic reviews, PROSPERO19 
(CRD42020177747).

2.1  |  Eligibility criteria

Eligible study designs included prospective or retrospective non- 
interventional cohort, case- control, and test- negative design stud-
ies. Cluster- randomized controlled trials were eligible if the vaccine 
was assigned at the facility level leaving the vaccination of the indi-
vidual at the discretion of the patient or attending healthcare pro-
vider. Reports published from the year of aTIV first's licensure (1997) 
through to the final search (July 15, 2020) were eligible for inclusion. 
Only original research was considered. Effect estimates based on 
meta- analytic approaches were excluded. Information from peer- 
reviewed journals as well as gray literature was included if it was 
available in English, French, Italian, or Spanish.

2.2  |  Information sources

An initial electronic search was conducted by a professional librar-
ian in MEDLINE, Medline- in- Process, Medline EPUBS Ahead of 
Print, EMBASE Classic +EMBASE (OvidSP), Cochrane (Wiley), Web 
of Science (Clarivate Analytics), and Scopus (ScienceDirect) data-
bases on April 9, 2020. The search was updated on July 15, 2020. 
Grey literature sources including European Network of Centres for 
Pharmacoepidemiology and Pharmacovigilance registry, Microsoft 
Academic, science.gov, Health Canada, Open Grey, Google Scholar, 
clinicaltrails.gov, European Union Clinical Trials register, and 
Cochrane central register of controlled trials were searched on April 
13– 15, 2020 and updated on July 15, 2020. Other sources of in-
formation included reports identified through hand searches, which 
included reviewing records suggested by the manufacturer and the 
reference lists of relevant articles.

2.3  |  Search

We used database subject terms and text words for FLUAD or in-
fluenza vaccines. The following search terms were included in the 
electronic databases: FLUAD terms (ie, fluad or MF59 or MF59 
or aTIV or aQIV or chiromas or gripguard or Influpozzi Adiuvato 
or allV3 or allV4), influenza virus terms (ie, influenza vaccines, 
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influenza, influenza*, flu, human, quadrivalent, influenza virus, in-
fluenza a virus, h1n1 subtype, h3n2 subtype, influenza b virus), 
vaccine terms (ie, vaccin* or immuni* or innoculat*), and types of 
vaccines (ie, adjuvant* or squalene* or emulsion*). Table S1 details 
the search strategy.

2.4  |  Study selection and data collection

Duplicate references were removed using EndNoteTM prior to re-
view. Two reviewers independently assessed titles and abstracts to 
identify potential literature for full- text review. The reviewers came 
to a consensus about eligibility when selections were discrepant. 
After downloading the available full- text reports, the two reviewers 
conducted a review of the full text. Reference lists were search to 
identify other eligible reports.

The two reviewers independently extracted data using pre- 
defined fields. Extractors came to agreement on the eligibility of 
reports and the data abstracted through consensus. Authors of ab-
stracts were asked to provide posters, presentations, and publica-
tions of data presented at conferences/meetings. If more than one 
source was available, data from the more complete of the sources 
were extracted.

2.5  |  Data items

The exposure of interest was vaccination with MF59- adjuvanted tri-
valent (aTIV) or quadrivalent seasonal influenza vaccine (aQIV) for 
the 1997/98 influenza season or later. The comparators of interest 
for absolute vaccine effectiveness included people who received 
either no influenza vaccine or a non- influenza comparator vaccine 
that season. The comparators of interest for relative vaccine ef-
fectiveness included people who were vaccinated with egg- based 
standard- dose trivalent (TIV), standard- dose quadrivalent (QIV), or 
high- dose trivalent (HD- TIV) influenza vaccine. The population in-
cluded adults 65 years of age or older. There was no restriction on 
the setting and included people living in the community, residential 
facilities, or nursing homes.

The outcomes of interest were absolute and relative VE based 
on (1) laboratory- confirmed influenza (any strain or by type/sub-
type/lineage) using molecular assays (eg, reverse transcription poly-
merase chain reaction (RT- PCR), rapid molecular assays), viral culture 
or rapid cell culture, direct or indirect fluorescent antibody tests, or 
rapid influenza diagnostic tests; (2) non- laboratory- confirmed clin-
ical influenza diagnosis based on diagnostic coding (ICD 9– 11) or 
medical chart review for influenza, influenza in combination with 
other events such as pneumonia, or influenza antiviral prescription 
in combination with any of above; or (3) record of influenza- related 
death. Influenza outcomes were specified by the clinical setting as 
applicable (ie, hospital, emergency department [ED], general prac-
titioner/non- ED outpatient [OP]). We sought outcome measures re-
corded ≥14 days after vaccination.

2.6  |  Risk of bias assessment

Risk of bias was assessed at the outcome level using the risk of 
bias in non- randomized studies of interventions (ROBINS- I) tool.20 
Reviewers discussed discrepant results to reach consensus. The 
ROBINS- I results were used to inform the overall assessment using 
the GRADE approach.20,21 Funnel plots/Egger's test of bias was not 
used due to the paucity of similar studies22 (all meta- analyses in-
cluded <10 studies).

2.7  |  Synthesis of results

Random effects models were specified a priori for meta- analyses in 
anticipation of heterogeneity in vaccine effectiveness due to viral, 
vaccine, and host factors. Heterogeneity was assessed using the I2 
statistic. Effect estimates were not pooled for <3 comparable stud-
ies nor for different study designs.22 Laboratory- confirmed influ-
enza and clinically diagnosed (not laboratory confirmed) influenza 
were not pooled due to differences in the sensitivity and specificity 
of these diagnostic criteria.

Separate meta- analyses were conducted for absolute and rela-
tive VE. Odds ratio (OR) was pooled with relative risk (RR) and in-
cidence rate ratio (IRR) when the rare disease assumption applied23 
or if incidence- density sampling was used in the study reporting the 
OR.

VE estimates based on medical encounters in different clinical 
settings (ie, hospital, ED, OP) were pooled for relative VE (only) if 
there were three or more studies that were otherwise comparable. 
VE estimates were pooled across seasons and countries to allow for 
the evaluation of general trends regardless of differences that may 
have impacted VE estimates. Only adjusted estimates were reported 
due to the potential for confounding and/or bias due to population 
differences.24 The primary adjustment method was used when spec-
ified by the authors; otherwise, data were pooled based on com-
parability of adjustment methods. Pooled estimates were reported 
regardless of high heterogeneity (ie, I2 ≥ 75% and p < 0.05) but were 
investigated using subgroup analyses where possible. All pooled ef-
fect size estimates include 95% confidence intervals.

3  |  RESULTS

3.1  |  Study selection

The applied search criteria yielded a total of 6153 potentially rel-
evant records. Duplicate records (n = 1779) were removed by the 
research librarian, and the titles and abstracts of the remaining 4367 
records were screened for potential eligibility by two independent 
screeners. Seven additional records were identified through hand 
searches and included in the screening.

The study identification, screening, and eligibility assessment 
process are summarized visually in the PRISMA diagram (Figure 1). 
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Following the exclusion of 4287 records during title and abstract 
screening, 87 full- text records were assessed for eligibility. Reports 
were excluded because they were review articles, systematic re-
views, literature reviews, or meta- analyses, the vaccine of interest 
(aTIV/aQIV) could not be separated from other vaccines or was not 
clearly delineated, they were a protocol or interim report, a dupli-
cate record, an erratum to a record that already incorporated the 
changes, or the age criterion for participants was not strictly met. 
Twenty- six records from 21 studies were deemed eligible for in-
clusion. Consensus was reached for all records selected by the 
reviewers.

3.2  |  Study characteristics

The 26 records included in the review covered 21 studies in 
total: seven test- negative case- control studies (with eight 
records),25- 32 five case- control studies,33- 37 eight cohort stud-
ies (with ten records),38- 47 and one cluster- randomized trial (with 
three records).48- 50 All studies were conducted in North America 

and Europe during the 2006/07– 2019/20 influenza seasons. All 
test- negative design studies reported absolute VE while two also 
reported relative VE against TIV/QIV. Case- control studies evalu-
ated the VE of aTIV compared to no vaccination (4/5 studies) and 
TIV (one study). Cohort studies evaluated the VE of aTIV compared 
to no vaccination (1/8 studies), TIV (5/8 studies), QIV (5/8 studies), 
and HD- TIV (5/8 studies). A single cluster- RCT evaluated relative 
VE of aTIV compared to TIV (Table S2). Absolute VE was not evalu-
ated by any of the cohort studies or the cluster- RCT. All studies 
are summarized below. Sixteen of the twenty- one studies were 
included in at least one of the meta- analyses.

3.3  |  Risk of bias

All studies except one were considered at moderate risk of bias 
using the ROBINS- I tool (Table S3). One study was assessed as hav-
ing a potentially serious risk of bias due to the selection of each 
control being conducted by the OP shortly after they identified 
each case.35

F I G U R E  1  PRISMA flow diagram 
for literature review comparing the 
effectiveness of the MF59- adjuvanted 
trivalent or quadrivalent seasonal 
influenza vaccine (FLUAD® or FLUAD® 
quadrivalent) for adults 65 years of age or 
older. PRISMA: Preferred reporting items 
for systematic review and meta- analysis
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3.4  |  Effectiveness against laboratory- confirmed 
influenza: test- negative case- control studies

Seven test- negative case- control studies conducted from the 2011/12 
through to the 2019/20 season in the United Kingdom, Canada, and Italy 
used laboratory- confirmed influenza for outcome ascertainment for peo-
ple attending an OP26,28- 31 (n = 5) or hospital with their illness25,27,30 (n = 3).

Estimates from four studies that reported adjusted VE estimates 
for aTIV in preventing OP office visits due to lab- confirmed influenza 
(any strain) ranged from 16.2% to 58.1%, with a pooled VE estimate 
of 40.7% (21.9, 54.9; (I2 = 0%, p=0.44)28- 31 (Figure 2A). The fifth study 
reported VE against influenza A only (−1.1%).26 Estimates from the 

three studies that reported adjusted VE estimates for aTIV in hospi-
talized patients ranged from 48.3% to 75.6%, with a pooled estimate 
of 58.5% (40.7, 70.9; I2 = 52.9%, p = 0.12)25,27,30 (Figure 2B). The re-
sults suggest that aTIV was effective in the prevention of laboratory- 
confirmed influenza in both OP and hospital clinical settings.

3.5  |  Effectiveness against influenza illness, not 
laboratory- confirmed: case- control design

Five case- control studies conducted in Italy or Spain during the 
2002/03 through 2016/17 influenza seasons were included. All of 

F I G U R E  2  Forest plot of adjusted aTIV VE estimates for preventing (A) non- emergency department outpatient visits or (B) laboratory- 
confirmed influenza (any type/strain) in hospital patients. Adults 65 years or older, test- negative design studies. VE: vaccine effectiveness; I 
sq, I2. Pooling weight based on DerSimonian and Laird random- effects meta- analysis
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the studies evaluated cases diagnosed in a hospital setting with con-
trols that were either hospital- 33,34,36 or community- based.35,37 One 
case- control study37 was excluded from the meta- analysis since the 
study pertained to a different outcome (pneumonia, stroke, or myo-
cardial infarction) and comparator (TIV) than the other four stud-
ies. As shown in Figure 3, estimates from the four studies reporting 
VE estimates for aTIV in preventing hospitalization for influenza or 
pneumonia ranged from 48% to 87.8%, with a pooled estimate of 
51.3% (39.1, 61.1; I2 = 0, p = 0.42).33- 36

3.6  |  Effectiveness against influenza illness, not 
laboratory- confirmed: cohort design

Eight studies used administrative data sources for medical care (clinic, 
ED, or hospital visits) to assess the effectiveness of aTIV relative to 
other influenza vaccines. Three of the studies were conducted in Italy 
using hospital catchment areas or OP rosters38,41,42 and five stud-
ies were conducted in the USA using Medicare39,40 or other medical 
and pharmacy claims- based information and medical records.44- 47,51 
These studies were conducted in the 2006/07 through 2018/19 in-
fluenza seasons. Six studies compared aTIV to TIV,38- 42,44,47 five to 
QIV,38- 40,44,47 and five to high- dose TIV.39,40,44,47,51 Six of the eight 
studies reported on VE against medical encounters for influenza with 
or without pneumonia in various clinical settings including: OP; hospi-
tal or ED; or OP, hospital, or ED.

The relative VE estimate for the prevention of influenza- 
related medical encounters (hospitalization, ED visit, or OP visit) 
comparing aTIV to TIV ranged from −11.9% to 33%. As shown in 
Figure 4A, the pooled relative VE estimate showed a benefit of 
aTIV relative to TIV at 13.9% (4.2, 23.5) but with considerable 
heterogeneity (I2 = 95.9%, p < 0.01).39,41,42,44,47 The relative VE of 
aTIV compared to QIV ranged from −6.6% to 36.3% with a pooled 
estimate of 13.7% (3.1, 24.2; I2 = 98.8%, p < 0.01), indicating a 
benefit of aTIV over QIV39,40,44,47 (Figure 4B). The relative VE 
comparing aTIV to HD- TIV for reducing any medical encounters 
due to influenza and/or pneumonia ranged from −14.9% to 16.6% 
in five studies.39,40,44,47,51 The pooled estimate from four studies 
with similar outcomes was not different for aTIV compared with 
HD- TIV at 3.2% (−2.5, 8.9), although there was considerable het-
erogeneity (I2 = 94.5%, p < 0.01) between studies39,40,44,47 (see 
Figure 4C). The Van Aalst43,51 study was not included in the meta- 
analysis since the outcome used (any respiratory condition ICD10: 
J) was broader than the outcome for others studies (influenza with 
or without pneumonia). In a sensitivity analysis, the relative VE 
of aTIV vs HD- TIV remained non- significant when the Van Aalst 
study was included in the meta- analysis.

3.7  |  Cluster- randomized trials

A cluster- randomized trial of 823 nursing homes in the USA with 
almost 53,000 long- term stay residents was conducted during the 

2016/17 influenza season.49 Gravenstein et al estimated the relative 
VE of aTIV compared to TIV to be significantly higher for all- cause 
hospitalization (6.0%; 1.0, 11.0) and hospitalization for influenza or 
pneumonia (21%; 4.0, 35.0) but not significantly different for hospi-
talization for all respiratory events (9%; −2.0, 19.0) or death (−5.0%; 
−11.0, 1.0). In a second analysis48 the adjusted relative VE of aTIV 
was 22% (1, 37) in preventing influenza- related outbreaks at the 
facilities.

4  |  DISCUSSION

This systematic review includes information from 21 studies that 
compared the effectiveness of MF59 adjuvanted trivalent inacti-
vated influenza vaccine (aTIV) to either no vaccination or standard or 
high- dose egg- based influenza vaccines for adults 65 years or older. 
All studies were conducted in North America or Europe during the 
2006/07– 2019/20 influenza seasons.

The results indicate that aTIV was effective against laboratory- 
confirmed influenza, with pooled absolute VE estimates of 40.7% 
(21.9, 54.9) in reducing OP office visits and 58.5% (40.7, 70.9) in hos-
pital patients using test- negative case- control designed studies. The 
individual VE estimates for aTIV against infection with any strain of 
influenza ranged from 16.2% in the 2019/20 season in the United 
Kingdom31 to 75.6% in the 2012/13 season in Canada.30 When es-
timates were pooled, the statistical measure of heterogeneity was 
considered low (for OP visits) to moderate (for hospitalizations).

In case- control studies using influenza-  or pneumonia- related 
hospitalizations as the outcome, the pooled estimate of the VE of 
aTIV was 51.3% (39.1, 61.1). The individual estimates ranged from 
48% to 88%33- 36 and there was low statistical heterogeneity in the 
studies that were conducted over four different influenza seasons 
in Italy and Spain.

In cohort design studies, the effectiveness of aTIV was signifi-
cantly higher relative to standard- dose TIV and QIV with pooled es-
timates of 13.9% (4.2, 23.5) and 13.7% (3.1, 24.2), respectively, for 
any influenza- related medical encounter (OP, ED, or hospitalization). 
The pooled estimate of the relative VE of aTIV compared with HD- 
TIV included the null and had a relatively narrow confidence interval 
around it (3.2%, −2.5, 8.9), indicating comparable ability in averting 
influenza- related medical encounters. It is important, however, to 
note that the levels of heterogeneity were considerable in all pooled 
relative VE estimates.

Authors of three large cohort studies conducted in the USA in 
2017/18 reported different results when comparing aTIV to other 
influenza vaccines in adults 65 years of age or older. The study con-
ducted by Izurieta et al39 reported a relative advantage of TIV or 
QIV over aTIV, whereas the other two studies observed the oppo-
site. This difference was only in the estimates from those seeking 
treatment from an OP visit (ie, not for hospital patients), a compar-
ison not conducted in their 2018/19 study using the same meth-
ods.40 The source of the differences is unclear. Each study used 
similar outcomes and adjustment methods. However, they used 
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different databases, each with their own specific characteristics 
and source populations. Izurieta et al studied non- institutionalized 
Medicare beneficiaries of whom 40% had underlying heart dis-
ease, 30% had diabetes mellitus, and 45% were on home oxygen, 
for instance. In comparison, Pelton et al44 studied seniors using 
the IQVIA database of which about one- third of the study pop-
ulation was insured by a third- party payer. In their cohort, only 
12% had heart disease, 20% had diabetes, and 4% were on home 
oxygen. Boikos et al used the Allscripts and Komodo databases, 
which, like Izurieta et al, included largely non- institutionalized 
beneficiaries,52 but no other details about the baseline character-
istics of the patients were available as the report was in poster 
format.

A general challenge and limitation of systematic reviews are the 
diversity in the methodological and clinical characteristics of the 
studies, which lead to myriad possible sources of variability in the 
effect size. The context of seasonal influenza adds additional com-
plications due to virus- related factors like antigenic drift of the circu-
lating viruses and vaccine- related factors like possible egg- adaption, 
both of which can result in antigenic dissimilarity between circulat-
ing viruses and the vaccines, even by regions in the same country. 
Host- related factors such as the effects of comorbidities, antigenic 
imprinting, and immunosenescence introduce additional sources of 
variability. Combined, these factors are likely contributors to vari-
ability in the individual point estimates for both absolute and relative 
VE. Pooling across multiple seasons with potentially distinct charac-
teristics can introduce added variability, but allows for evaluation of 
the average effects over multiple seasons.

Despite careful considerations given in the current systematic 
review and meta- analysis to achieve comparability of the pooled 
studies in terms of study design, comparators, and outcomes, high 
heterogeneity was still observed for the cohort studies. The possible 

sources of the heterogeneity were evaluated with the use of sub-
group analyses by season and clinical setting. Subgroup analyses by 
clinical setting did not resolve the heterogeneity observed in anal-
yses of the relative VE of aTIV compared with TIV or HD- TIV, al-
though it was reduced for QIV. Similarly, season- specific subgroup 
analyses did not result in meaningful reductions in the heterogene-
ity, though this was only possible for the 2017– 18 season. Further 
investigations of the sources of heterogeneity (eg, separating the 
analyses by both season and clinical setting) were not feasible due 
to the small number of studies in each subgroup. The analysis peri-
ods used by the different studies also have the potential to introduce 
additional variability. The studies by Izurieta et al,39 Cocchio et al,42 
and Mannino et al41 restricted their analyses to peak periods of influ-
enza activity, for example. In the absence of other potential sources 
of bias, it is expected that restricting to a period of higher influenza 
activity would increase the specificity of the outcome definition re-
sulting in a more accurate, but potentially less precise, estimate due 
to reduction in sample size.53

It is likely that the differences in the statistical heterogeneity in 
meta- analyses of absolute compared to relative VE analyses were 
at least partially caused by the available precision of the effect es-
timates. Meta- analyses of absolute VE were only feasible for the 
test- negative design and case- control studies while meta- analyses 
of relative VE were only feasible for the cohort studies. The test- 
negative design and case- control studies identified in this review 
generally produced less precise estimates, resulting in wider confi-
dence intervals. Meanwhile, many of the cohort studies had very 
large patient populations and produced narrow confidence intervals. 
The more precise measurement of relative VE may highlight differ-
ences in the cohort studies in terms of study methods as well as 
virus, vaccine, and host- related factors and their associated impact 
on vaccine effectiveness. Thus, the underlying variability in the 

F I G U R E  3  Forest plot of adjusted aTIV VE estimates for preventing influenza or pneumonia in hospitalized adults 65 years or older, case- 
control design studies. I sq, I2, VE: vaccine effectiveness. Pooling weight based on DerSimonian and Laird random- effects meta- analysis
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effect size observed in the context of seasonal influenza coupled 
with precise estimates reported for the large cohort studies may ex-
plain the high heterogeneity observed in some of the meta- analyses. 
However, high precision does not necessarily equate with high accu-
racy and therefore the observed heterogeneity could be the result 
of residual confounding, true variability in the underlying effects, or 
a combination of the two.

The use of random- effects models for the meta- analyses was 
specified a priori in anticipation of the different sources of hetero-
geneity described above. As future studies are published, additional 
subgroup analyses may become feasible and may allow for the use of 
additional methods like meta- regression to better evaluate sources 
of heterogeneity. Future meta- analyses could estimate the width 
of the underlying distribution with the use methods like Bayesian 
meta- analysis which can generate a prediction interval that aims to 
estimate the width of the distribution.

5  |  CONCLUSIONS

The MF59- adjuvanted trivalent influenza vaccine was effective in 
preventing influenza in adults 65 years of age or older. Compared 
to standard- dose egg- based QIV and TIV, aTIV was significantly 
more effective in preventing influenza- related medical encounters 
(illnesses or hospitalizations). The effectiveness of aTIV was com-
parable to high- dose TIV in preventing influenza- related medical 
encounters. High heterogeneity was observed for all relative VE 
analyses with seasonal variation, distinct populations, and diverse 
outcomes potentially playing a role in the variability of the effect 
sizes coupled with precise effect estimates. As such, further re-
search is needed to confirm the findings for relative VE.
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